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of a recyclable nanobiocatalyst:
immobilization of Burkholderia cepacia lipase on
carbon nanofibers for the kinetic resolution of
a racemic atenolol intermediate†

Surbhi Soni,a Bharat Prasad Dwivedeeb and Uttam Chand Banerjee *b

Immobilization of surfactant treated Burkholderia cepacia lipase on the surface of carbon nanofibers was

performed via two different methods: adsorption and covalent attachment. Simple adsorption of lipase

on carbon nanofibers turned out to be a poor strategy, exhibiting an immobilization efficiency of 36%,

while covalent coupling using 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylaminopropyl] carbodiimide (EDC)/N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) showed better immobilization efficiency (56%). The nanobioconjugate

fabricated using the latter method showed an eleven-fold increase in enzyme activity towards the

hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl palmitate and enhanced dispersion in organic solvents. At 80 �C, the half-life

of lipase in the nanobioconjugate was almost 20 fold higher than that of free lipase, demonstrating its

thermal stability. The as-prepared nanobioconjugate was reused for nine consecutive reaction cycles

achieving 100% yield in the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenol palmitate but losing almost 50% of the initial

activity after seven operational cycles. Finally, this heterogeneous nanobioconjugate was more active

and enantioselective [C ¼ 47.8, eep ¼ 97.0 and E ¼ 194] than free lipase [C ¼ 35.4, eep ¼ 97.1 and E ¼
88] towards the kinetic resolution of a racemic intermediate of atenolol yielding the S enantiomer, which

signifies its importance as a nanobiocatalyst.
Introduction

Biocatalysts are emerging as viable alternatives to chemical
catalysts offering various advantages over them like high
selectivity, specicity, cost effectiveness, eco-friendliness etc.1,2

Although enzymes are noted as ideal catalysts for industrial
applications, their use is limited because of poor operational
stability and reusability and inefficient separation. Enzyme
immobilization has primarily been capitalized to improve the
reusability of the enzymes, and if properly performed, may
greatly enhance enzyme stability, activity, resistance to inhibi-
tors or chemicals etc.3–7 Different types of support materials
having unique characteristics have been fabricated to alleviate
the existing limitations in this technology.8,9 In this expansion,
nanostructured materials offer advantages over conventional
support materials. In several examples, high surface area of the
nanostructures favors higher enzyme loading and lower mass
transfer resistance yielding higher enzyme activity and
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stability.10–13 In this category, carbon based nanomaterials
attract growing interest for development as heterogeneous
catalyst mainly due to (1) high thermal and mechanical
stability, (2) high surface area, (3) facile recovery, (4) easy
surface modication.14–16 High supercial density of groups on
the nanomaterial surface provides multiple points for enzymes
attachment leading to an efficient immobilization process.17–20

Many porous materials such as silica, activated carbon etc. have
been extensively used for immobilization of enzymes as they
provide cavities adequate for this purpose.21–23 Thus immobili-
zation of enzymes on such support materials can modify their
catalytic properties.4 However, the morphology, distribution
pattern of the pores and chemical groups present on the surface
of these support materials also affect the enzyme activity.24,25 In
such situation carbon nanobers present as the most suitable
choice. They are cylindrical bres made up of a series of gra-
phene layers stacked neatly into different shapes. They are a few
micrometres in length with a diameter of 80–200 nm and have
high mechanical strength.26 The physical properties like size
and ordering of the graphite layers can be easily controlled and
modied as needed.27 Well dened structural arrangements
provide an optimal geometry to the nanomaterial, making it
ideal for high enzyme loading. Compared to the alternative
carbon based nanomaterials like carbon nanotubes, the open
structure of carbon nanobers are highly accessible to even
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774 | 27763
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Fig. 1 Precipitation of lipase (BCL) using different concentrations of
SDS.
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large enzymemolecules for immobilization.20 High thermal and
mechanical stability of carbon nanobers is another feature
that can be emphatically advantageous for their industrial
application. Several studies on the analogous carbon based
materials like diamond, glassy carbon etc. have revealed
extraordinarily high stability upon surface functionalization.
Likewise carbon nanobers could also be subjected to func-
tionalization to improve their thermal stability and thus har-
nessing their potential for industrial purposes.28,29 The entire
surface area of the carbon nanobers can be activated yielding
stable active sites for enzyme immobilization.

The principle of bioimprinting methodology is to “freeze”
the enzyme in a presumably active form, generated by binding
with the imprint molecules (such as surfactants, natural
substrates, substrate analogs etc.) followed by “washing out”
with an anhydrous solvent. Aer this treatment the imprinted
conformation of enzyme is expected to be ‘preserved or trap-
ped’. Among the several industrially useful lipases, Burkholderia
cepacia lipase (BCL) is a very useful enzyme. It catalyzes a broad
range of different reactions in water as well as non-polar
solvents under mild conditions.30 Like other lipases Bur-
kholderia cepacia lipase (BCL) also consists of a mobile element
at the surface, a lid, which covers the active site.31 The lid opens
at a hydrophobic interface, making active site accessible to
substrates and enhancing the activity of lipase. Thus, interfacial
activation of lipase by addition of imprint molecules has been
widely explored and designated as interfacial activation based
molecular (bio)-imprinting (IAMI) by Navorra and Braco.32 Bio-
imprinting strategy has been integrated with immobilization
techniques33,34 to improve lipase performance in cross-linked
enzyme aggregates (CLEAs),35 cross-linked protein-coated
microcrystals (CLPCMCs),36 sol–gel immobilization with meth-
yltrimethoxysilane (MTMS) and tetramethoxysilane (TMOS),37

macroporous resin NKA,38 diatomaceous earth and CM-Sepha-
dex39 etc. in organic media. In addition to this, lipases in solu-
tion form tend to aggregate.

Atenolol is a well-known b-adrenergic receptor antagonist (b-
blocker) drug used for the management and treatment of acute
myocardial infarction, angina pectoris, hypertension, cardiac
arrthymia, tachycardia and the symptoms of alcohol with-
drawal.40,41 It has been well established that the b-blocker activity
of atenolol resides in the (S)-enantiomer which is devoid of the
side effects produced by the racemic form of this drug.42 One of
the most feasible approaches for synthesis of enantiopure ate-
nolol is kinetic resolution of the drug or its intermediates. This
can be achieved either through enantioselective esterication or
hydrolysis of the racemate using immobilized enzymes in organic
media43,44 or ionic liquid.45 BCL is an industrially useful enzyme
that catalyzes a broad range of kinetic resolution reactions in
water as well as non-polar solvents under mild conditions.46–48

Using this perspective, the present study is aimed to imple-
ment the imprinting strategy on Burkholderia cepacia lipase in
combination with immobilization on carbon nanober to
improve its performance as a nanobiocatalyst. To the best of our
knowledge there is no report on the immobilization of surfac-
tant treated Burkholderia cepacia lipase (BCL) on carbon nano-
bers. In context of the advantages that carbon nanobers
27764 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774
could offer, objectives for the fabrication of the nanobiocatalyst
were: (i) selection of a suitable method for the immobilization
of surfactant treated lipase on carbon nanober (CNF). (ii)
Optimization of the immobilization parameters. (iii) Determi-
nation of thermostability, storage stability and reusability of the
nanobioconjugate. (iv) Application of the nanobioconjugate in
the kinetic resolution of racemic atenolol intermediate.
Results and discussion
Effect of surfactants on the precipitation of Burkholderia
cepacia lipase

The conformational changes induced by the surfactants in BCL
involve mostly the displacement by 13 Å of a so-called lid
encompassing 40 amino acid residues and composed of two
helical elements (a5- and a9-helices) separated by a short loop.49

Thus, the effect of surfactants was investigated for evaluating their
ability to precipitate Burkholderia cepacia lipase. Eight different
surfactants with different properties (non-ionic, cationic, anionic
and zwitterionic) were used for modulating the lipase activity.
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) was found to have maximum
effect on the enhancement of lipase activity followed by PEG 6000.
Other surfactants hadmoderate effect on activity with Triton X-100
showing the least inuence. The results indicated that SDS
enhanced the activity of BCL towards p-nitrophenyl palmitate (p-
NPP) at premicellar concentrations and exhibited the highest
activity at around the critical micelle concentration (cmc). During
the interfacial activation using surfactants, the catalytic activity of
lipase takes a quantum leap at the cmc.50 However, above the cmc,
the activity declined but was still signicantly higher than in buffer
alone indicating that this aggressive detergent did not denature
the lipase. This contrasts with the effect of SDS on conventional
proteins which unfold above the cmc.51,52 Ionic surfactants such as
SDS at low concentrations can form complexes with lipase in
solution. In these complexes, the conformational stability of the
protein may be altered and the hydrophobicity of the protein
surface may also be changed.53,54 The surfactant was used in the
range of 2mM to 20mMand its effect on lipase activity of BCL was
monitored. Thus, the precipitation of BCL with 8 mM of the
anionic surfactant (SDS) showed an almost two fold increase in the
lipase activity (Fig. 1).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Immobilization of lipase on carbon nanober via adsorption

The diameter of graphitized carbon nanober (CNF) is generally
higher than the carbon nanotubes and lies in the range of 80–
200 nm. CNF are very high quality nanobers; synthesized by
heat treatment of the primary nanobers to a very high
temperature (>3000 �C).55 The anaerobic high temperature
treatment of the nanobers induces the engraving of a “reverse
saw-toothed” like morphology on the supercial layers of CNF.
This yields an ordered assembly of the graphene layers with
minimum spacing between them and leads to the generation of
a large number of active sites on the surface of CNF.26,56 Thus,
the very high surface area etched mainly in the form of active
sites on the nanobers provides a solid ground for immobili-
zation of enzymes through adsorption. These advanced surface
characteristics of CNF play an important role in the physical
binding of lipase (BCL) for immobilization via adsorption. The
evaluation of immobilization efficiency through adsorption
method was done by comparing lipase activity and percentage
of lipase loading on CNF at different time intervals between 1 to
24 h. Lipase activity of 1219 U mg�1 was observed with lipase
loading 36% aer 12 h of immobilization. Beyond this time
period lipase loading became almost constant and a slight
decrease in the lipase activity was recorded (Fig. 2a).
Immobilization of lipase on carbon nanober via covalent
attachment

The carbon based nanomaterials are intrinsically stable.
However, several past studies have shown that surface
Fig. 2 Evaluation of (A) lipase loading (%) and (B) relative activity (%) of B
loading (%) and (B) relative activity (%) of BCL after immobilization on CN

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
functionalization imparts a substantially high stability and
temperature endurance to the carbon nanomaterials28,29 Based
on these reports, functionalization of carbon nanober via
oxidation with a strong acid mixture H2SO4 : HNO3 (3 : 1 v/v)
was performed which led to the addition of free COOH groups
and also introduced some structural changes on the surface of
the nanobers. The structural changes were observed mainly
due to the twin effect of oxidative treatment which induced
either a uniform or a localized etching on the surface of the
nanobers. While the former led to a reduction in nanober
diameter, the latter reduced the particle length. This reduction
in the size of the nanober particles promoted their easy
dispersion. It also facilitated the incorporation of the –COOH
groups to the poorly accessible edges of the nanobers, thereby
increasing the overall density of functionalization fostering the
dispersibility of nanobers.57,58 Also the surface functionaliza-
tion by acid treatment enhances the dispersibility of nanobers
in aqueous solution by virtue of the increased number of
carboxylate anion formation through deprotonation of the
newly introduced carboxyl groups in water based buffers. The
generation of carboxylate functionality enhances the hydro-
philic properties of the CNF adding to their easy dispersion in
water.59 Acid treatment was followed by the addition of NHS and
EDC, carbodiimide coupling agents that would aid the
successful hybridization of lipase on the nanobers through
covalent bond formation. Covalent immobilization was vali-
dated by treating immobilized preparation with anionic
surfactant, retention of enzymatic activity aer treatment
CL after immobilization on CNF by adsorption. Evaluation of (A) lipase
F via covalent attachment.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774 | 27765
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conrms covalent immobilization. The immobilization effi-
ciency through covalent attachment method was evaluated by
comparing lipase activity and percentage lipase loading on CNF
at different time intervals between 1 to 24 h. Optimum lipase
activity of 2913 U mg�1 was observed with lipase 56% loading
aer 12 h of immobilization. At 12 h of covalent immobilization
on activated carbon nanobers, a substantial increase of 1015%
in the activity was observed. Beyond this time lipase loading
became almost constant and a nominal increase in lipase
activity was recorded. Thus, it was concluded that within 12 h of
immobilization, optimum lipase loading might occur on the
surface of activated-functionalized CNFs and once this level had
reached further immobilization of lipase did not take place
(Fig. 2b). This trend also indicated that the increase in lipase
loading augments the increase in lipase activity. Also, hydro-
phobic surface of carbon nanobers act as a catalyst for inter-
facial activation of lipase resulting into drastic increase in
activity aer immobilization.21,28,29 A comparative analysis
showed the precedence of covalent immobilization over
adsorption in improving the lipase activity and enzyme loading.
Thus, further experiments were carved to optimize other
process variables impacting the immobilization through cova-
lent attachment.
Fig. 3 Evaluation of (A) lipase loading (%) and (B) relative activity (%) of BC
values. Evaluation of (A) lipase loading (%) and (B) relative activity (%) of
enzyme support ratio (E/S).

27766 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774
Optimization of pH for immobilization of lipase on CNF via
covalent attachment

Highly stable nature of CNFs projects it as a promising support
material for enzyme immobilization. Since the coupling effi-
ciency of covalent immobilization is susceptible to change in
pH,59 immobilization of BCL on carbon nanobers by covalent
attachment was performed at different pH values ranging from
2.5 to 8.5, to decipher the optimum pH of the reaction medium.
Maximum lipase activity was detected when covalent conjuga-
tion was performed at pH 4.5, with a loading percentage of 60.
Under these conditions of immobilization the enzyme activity
was 1046% of the activity of soluble lipase (taken as 100%)
(Fig. 3a). It is pertinent to mention here that the enzyme activity
was estimated under standard protocol. At very low pH value (1
to 3), CNF had a poor dispersibility in the buffer (MES buffer)
because of the low extent of ionization of acid groups present on
the surface, culminating to the aggregation of nanobers due to
hydrogen bonding between adjacent –COOH groups.60 Shiing
of buffer pH to higher range (4–6), yielded higher ionization of
–COOH groups generating more carboxylate anions (–COO�).
Repulsion between the anions led to the loosening of the
graphitized layers in the nanobers. This broadened the scope
of interaction between the water molecules and an individual
nanober particle, allowing the solvation and ease of
L after immobilization on CNF via covalent attachment at different pH
BCL after immobilization on CNF via covalent attachment at different

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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dispersion. Towards the upper end of the pH values tested, the
lipase loading and activity both started to decline, which could
be because of a higher ionic strength of the solution leading to
aggregation by ionic bonding.61 These aggregations reduced the
overall free surface area available for attachment, barring the
nanobers to reach their maximal loading efficiency. This was
clearly evident in the decreased percent loading of lipase on
CNF from 60% at pH 4.5 to 40% at pH 8.5. Still higher pH (>9)
would interfere further with the process of immobilization as
the Na+ (originating from NaOH, added to increase the pH)
would create a highly ionic environment thereby aggregating
the nanobers and hindering the immobilization.

Optimization of enzyme-nanosupport ratio for
immobilization of lipase on CNF via covalent attachment

The ne control of enzyme-nanosupport ratio is a crucial factor
accountable to the success of immobilization. An inaccurate
enzyme-nanosupport ratio could result in a dramatic loss of
enzyme activity over time. In this context, immobilization via
covalent attachment was performed at different enzyme-
nanosupport ratio to decipher its optimum value. The
maximum lipase activity was detected at enzyme support ratio,
E/S ¼ 1, with a lipase loading of 60% and relative activity of
1125% (Fig. 3b). It has been reported that an optimum
congruence between the enzyme and nanosupport is necessary
for an intense enzyme-nanosupport binding.62 At rst glance it
appears appropriate to use a higher concentration of the
nanosupport with the conception that the entire enzyme might
get immobilized at once. However, a large number of nano-
support particles in the same volume may result in unwanted
interactions among themselves, decreasing their dis-
persibility.14 Conversely, a higher concentration of enzyme
might result in protein–protein interactions caused by the lack
of availability of sufficient immobilization sites. Thus, an
optimum proportion of both of the components should be
chosen that would ensure a subtle distance between two adja-
cent immobilized entities. This would prevent any unwanted
interactions between the neighbouring nanobioconjugates.63,64

CD-spectroscopy of free lipase, carbon nanober and the
nanobioconjugate

CD spectroscopy was used to investigate the secondary structure
of free enzyme and the nanobioconjugate (SDS-BCL@CNF). The
immobilization support material has no contribution to the CD
spectrum, which was clearly indicated by the straight line in the
spectrum. CD data of SDS-BCL@CNF revealed a decrease in the
a-helix content of BCL from 27.6% in native form to 20.5% aer
immobilization on activated CNF. The decrease in the a-helix, b-
sheet, random coil and increase in the b-turn content aer
immobilization on activated CNF indicated a change in the
secondary structure. The “lid” in lipases is mainly composed by
the a-helix. The hydrophobic nature of CNF might provide
synergistic effect favouring the “lid opening” which is a neces-
sary step for interaction of the catalytic centre of enzyme and
substrate.15 The decrease in the a-helix content is an indicative
of this effect. A considerable shi in the CD spectrum of SDS-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
BCL@CNF compared to free BCL depicted conformational
changes aer the covalent attachment on nanosupports and
explained enhancement in lipase activity.

FTIR spectroscopy of free lipase, functionalized carbon
nanober and the nanobioconjugate

FTIR spectral analysis veried the chemical oxidation of carbon
nanober (CNF) and formation of an amide bond between BCL
and carboxyl group of functionalized carbon nanober (CNF-
COOH). O–H stretching vibration of the carboxylic acid group
appears as a broad band in the range of 3000 to 2500 cm�1. In
the FTIR spectrum of functionalized carbon nanober, the
characteristic band of O–H starching vibrations was observed
between 2648 and 2324 cm�1. Also functionalized CNF prepa-
ration showed a typical carboxylic acid C]O stretching vibra-
tion band at 1777 cm�1 which indicated the incorporation of
COOH groups in the carbon nanober. The spectrum of
conjugated system (SDS-BCL@CNF) also showed the O–H
stretching vibration band of carboxylic acid at 2916 cm�1 and
2648 cm�1. SDS-BCL@CNF also showed amide I band at
approximately 1628 cm�1 due to C]O stretching vibrations and
amide II band at 1550 cm�1 indicating a conformational change
of secondary structure aer covalent immobilization. The N–H
stretching vibrations of amide functional groups which occur
around 3200–3400 cm�1 were visible at 3181 cm�1 predicting
the formation of an amide bond owing to the covalent coupling
of BCL with activated functionalized carbon nanober.

Transmission electron microscopy and EDX analysis of the
nanobioconjugate

SDS-BCL@CNF nanobioconjugate was further characterized by
TEM and EDX analysis. TEM image of functionalized carbon
nanober (CNF-COOH) depicted brous structure of the nano-
ber. In TEM image of SDS-BCL@CNF, surface texture of
carbon nanober did not show any signicant structural
changes upon immobilization of SDS-BCL on carbon nanobers
(Fig. 4a). The functionalization and immobilization of enzyme
on CNFs was also conrmed by an EDX diagram. The appear-
ance of a peak of O atom validated the introduction of –COOH
groups on the surface of the carbon nanobers (CNF-COOH)
[Fig. 4b(A)]. Similarly, appearance of N atom in EDX of immo-
bilized enzyme preparation conrmed immobilization of
enzyme on CNFs [Fig. 4b(B)].

Thermodynamic study for free lipase and the
nanobioconjugate (SDS-BCL@CNF)

Thermostability study was carried out for free and immobilized
lipase by incubation at different temperatures ranging from 40
to 100 �C. The results showed that high temperatures led to
almost total inactivation of free lipase due to disruption of the
non-covalent bonds and hydrophobic interactions causing
denaturation of the enzyme.65 In the range of 40–100 �C, the
deactivation constant (k) for free lipase (BCL) was higher than
lipase immobilized on carbon nanobers (SDS-BCL@CNF),
indicating that immobilization increased the thermal stability
of lipase. The half-life of both free and immobilized lipase
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774 | 27767



Fig. 4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of SDS-BCL@CNF nanobioconjugate. Energy dispersive X-ray diagram (EDX) of: (A)
CNF-COOH and (B) SDS-BCL@CNF nanobioconjugate.
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decreased with the increasing temperature, which showed that
enzyme activity decreases at higher temperature. At 80 �C, the
half-life (t1/2) of free lipase decreased substantially from
1386 min to 2 min and at 40 �C from 2310 min to 40 min for the
immobilized lipase.

However, the half-life of the lipase in nanobioconjugate, at
80 �C was almost 20 folds higher than in the free form. Carbon
nanobers are robust nanomaterial and covalent attachment of
the lipase on the carbon nanobers decreases the vibration of
the atoms caused by higher temperature, thereby preventing
changes in the three dimensional structure of the lipase and
maintaining the enzyme in active form.66 The activation energy
of BCL in free and immobilized form was evaluated using the
Arrhenius plot. The activation energy decreased from
150.8 kJ mol�1 in free lipase to 134.2 kJ mol�1 in SDS-
BCL@CNF. Decrease in the activation energy for the nano-
preparation is indicative of higher thermostability. For free
lipase the decrease in the DG� value at higher temperature
showed progressive destabilization of the enzyme molecules
with temperature. For immobilized preparation, a gradual
increase in the DG� value was observed upto 70 �C indicating
27768 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774
better stabilization of the lipase in SDS-BCL@CNF. Moreover,
high values (100.0 kJ mol�1) for free energy of thermal dena-
turation (DG�) at 70 �C indicated that the immobilized prepa-
ration was stable enough to prevent the thermal unfolding at
higher temperatures. The enthalpy (DH) of deactivation did not
show considerable variation within the range of temperature
studied each, for free and immobilized lipase, respectively. The
thermal denaturation of enzymes is accompanied with
a concomitant increase in the enthalpy of activation (DH).67

Lowering of DH value from 148.2 kJ mol�1 in free lipase to
131.6 kJ mol�1 in lipase immobilized on carbon relates increase
in the thermostability upon immobilization. The high value of
entropy of activation for free enzyme revealed the opening up of
enzyme structure and an increased disorder as compared to the
nanobioconjugate, which showed comparatively lower values of
entropy.68 Thermostability of enzymes in their native form can
be increased by preventing the breakage of noncovalent bonds
including hydrogen bonds, salt bridges, hydrophobic interac-
tions or by decreasing the entropy of unfolding.67,69 Thus we
observed that the nanobioconjugate was more thermostable
than free lipase.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 (A) Reusability of the nanobioconjugates (BCL@CNF, SDS-BCL@CNF); (B) storage stability of free lipase and the nanobioconjugates
(BCL@CNF, SDS-BCL@CNF).

Table 1 Kinetic parameters for BCL and SDS-BCL@CNF nano-
conjugate for the hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl palmitate (p-NPP)

S. No. Kinetic parameter Free lipase
Immobilized
lipase

1 KM (mM) 2.07 0.15
2 Vmax (mmol min�1 g�1) 1.73 1.77
3 kcat (s

�1) 0.95 0.97
4 kcat/KM (s�1 mM�1) 0.45 6.47
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Reusability of the nanobioconjugate (SDS-BCL@CNF)

For any industrial application, the reusability of immobilized
enzymes is a key factor for its cost-effective use. Thus we
demonstrated the reusability of the SDS-BCL@CNF based on
the hydrolysis of the p-NPP as a substrate. As shown in Fig. 5A,
SDS-BCL@CNF retained 30% of the initial activity aer nine
cycles of use. Aer each cycle, activity in supernatant was
checked where no enzymatic activity was observed. This study
proves that loss in activity is because of other factors not due to
desorption. The possible explanation could be unfavourable
morphological changes and reaction environment lead to
gradual decrease in activity. Apart from this fact, reuse of
immobilized preparation upto 9 cycles with considerable
activity is more economical rather than using free enzyme for
single use.

Storage stability of free lipase and the nanobioconjugate

The storage stability of the free and immobilized lipase was
investigated and the results are presented in Fig. 5B. The
nanobioconjugate was stored at 4 �C for 60 days and samples
withdrawn at regular intervals showed that the nano-
bioconjugate retained almost 60% of the initial activity. The free
lipase showed a fast decrease in activity with time, on the other
hand, decrease in activity of the nanobioconjugate was gradual
and slower than the free lipase. Certainly the nano-
bioconjugates (BCL@CNF and SDS-BCL@CNF) were superior to
the free lipase in the process of long storage. Covalent immo-
bilization of the lipase on activated carbon nanobers imparted
robustness which appeared in the storage stability.

Kinetic properties of free lipase and lipase immobilized on
activated carbon nanobers (SDS-BCL@CNF)

The kinetic study of free and immobilized lipase was based on
the evaluation of the kinetic parameters, KM and Vmax obtained
from the initial reaction rates of p-nitrophenyl palmitate
hydrolysis at different substrate concentrations, using free and
immobilized lipase. The plot of p-nitrophenyl palmitate
hydrolysis versus substrate concentration was hyperbolic,
following the classical Michaelis–Mentenmodel. This point was
conrmed by the linearity of the Lineweaver–Burk plot. The
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
kinetic parameters of the free and immobilized lipase are given
in Table 1. The KM and Vmax values were calculated as 2.07 mM
and 1.73 mmol min�1 g�1 for free enzyme and 0.15 mM and
1.77 mmol min�1 g�1 for immobilized lipase, respectively.
These results depicted distinct behaviour of free and immobi-
lized lipase. A 14-fold decrease in KM was obtained for immo-
bilized lipase, which showed the increased affinity of the
enzyme for the substrate and hence the increased enzyme
activity upon immobilization. The catalytic constant (kcat) was
estimated from the Vmax values using a molecular mass of 33
kDa. The specicity constant, kcat/KM increased about ve times.
The possible explanations for the decrease of KM could be
because of favourable conformational change in the lipase upon
immobilization on carbon nanobers resulting in an increased
substrate concentration in the microenvironment.
Application of the nanobioconjugate in kinetic resolution of
(RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropoxy) phenyl) acetamide:
racemic atenolol intermediate

The SDS-BCL@CNF nanobioconjugate was successfully
applied in the kinetic resolution of an important racemic
secondary alcohol which is the intermediates of atenolol,
a well-known b-blocker drug. SDS-BCL@CNF nano-
bioconjugate mediated kinetic resolution led to the formation
of the (S)-form of the intermediate alcohol, while the (R)-form
was acylated (Scheme 1). The same reaction was performed
using BCL and surfactant treated BCL (SDS-BCL). BCL was
slower than SDS-BCL@CNF and the reaction occurred with
35.4% conversion. The surfactant treated BCL (SDS-BCL) was
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774 | 27769



Scheme 1 Kinetic resolution of (RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropoxy)phenyl)acetamide: racemic atenolol intermediate using lipase
preparations.

Table 2 Kinetic resolution of (RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropoxy)
phenyl)acetamide: racemic atenolol intermediate using lipase
preparations

S. No. Lipase preparation Ca (%) eep
b E-valuec

1 BCL 35.4 97.1 88
2 SDS-BCL 40.1 96.8 95
3 SDS-BCL@CNFs 47.8 97.0 194

a %Conversion were calculated from the enantiomeric excess (ee) of (S)-
4 and (R)-5 as follows: conversion (C) ¼ ees/(ees + eep).

b Enantiomeric
excess of product was determined by HPLC analysis (Daicel Chiralcel
OD-H column) 90 : 10; hexane : IPA, ow rate of 1.0 mL min�1,
detected at 254 nm. c E value were calculated using the formula: E ¼
ln[(eep (1 � ees)/(eep + ees)]/ln[(eep (1 + ees)/(eep + ees)].

Fig. 6 Reusability of the lipase preparations (SDS-BCL@CNFs, SDS-
BCL and BCL) in the kinetic resolution of (RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-
hydroxypropoxy)phenyl)acetamide.
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also slower than SDS-BCL@CNF and the reaction occurred
with 40.7% conversion, in contrast to the highest conversion
rate of 47.8% obtained with the nanobioconjugate (SDS-
BCL@CNF). Nevertheless, the ee value was comparable for
all three lipase preparations remaining at 97%. The value of
enantioselectivity of SDS-BCL@CNF mediated reaction
increased about two times than free enzyme which captivated
the usefulness of the immobilized preparation (Table 2). The
selectivity of the preparations towards racemic alcohol was
similar, where all of them favoured conversion of the R isomer
to its corresponding ester. The result demonstrated that BCL
immobilized on activated carbon nanobers via covalent
attachment was more active than soluble enzyme.
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Reusability of the nanobioconjugate in the kinetic resolution
of (RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropoxy)phenyl)acetamide:
racemic atenolol intermediate

The reusability of the SDS-BCL@CNF nanobioconjugate was
demonstrated in the kinetic resolution of (RS)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-
hydroxypropoxy)phenyl)acetamide, which is a racemic inter-
mediate of atenolol. As shown in Fig. 6, the reusability of SDS-
BCL@CNF was demonstrated for thirteen cycles showing
a good rate of conversion compared to the surfactant treated
lipase and untreated lipase which depicted a gradual loss in the
conversion rate. Aer reusing for thirteen cycles the nano-
bioconjugate showed a conversion rate of 40% which is an
indicator of the increased robustness and operational stability
that the immobilized preparation, thereby proving its utility as
a nanobiocatalyst.

Comparative analysis of lipase activity in different
preparations

A comparative study of the lipase activity presented by BCL in
different forms revealed that under optimal conditions lipase
immobilization through covalent attachment exhibited higher
enzymatic activity. The method of adsorption also increased the
enzymatic activity, but it was far less than the covalent attach-
ment method (Table 3).

Experimental
Materials

Carbon nanober (CNF), Burkholderia cepacia lipase (BCL),
nitric acid, sulphuric acid, vinyl acetate, toluene, surfactants viz.
[4-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenyl-polyethylene glycol (Triton
X-100), polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monooleate, n-octyl-b-D-
glucoside (OG), polyethylene glycol 6000 (PEG6000), sodium
dodecyl sulphate (SDS), dioctyl sulfosuccinate (DOSS), cetyl
trimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), merpol], p-nitro-phenyl
palmitate (p-NPP), 2-ethanesulfonic acid (MES), 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydrox-
ysuccinimide (NHS) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich Corpo-
ration (St. Louis, MO, USA). HPLC grade solvents were obtained
from Merck Ltd.

Surfactant treatment of Burkholderia cepacia lipase

Burkholderia cepacia lipase (10 mg) was dissolved in 1 mL Tris
HCl (100 mM, pH 7.4) containing different surfactants (1% w/v).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 3 Comparative analysis of lipase activity in different
preparations

S. No. Enzyme preparation Relative activity (%) Fold increase

1 Untreated BCL 100 1.0
2 SDS-BCL 123 1.2
3 BCL@CNF (adsorption) 425 4.3
4 SDS-BCL@CNF

(covalent attachment)
1125 11.3
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They were precipitated in 5 mL chilled ethanol for 30 minutes at
4 �C (200 rpm). The precipitate obtained was centrifuged at
12 000 � g for 5 minutes. The supernatant was discarded and
precipitate was then washed with chilled propanol to remove
the surfactant.
Functionalization of carbon nanober

The pristine CNF were functionalized using the reported
method with fewmodications.14,70,71 In brief, a strong oxidizing
agent H2SO4 : HNO3 (3 : 1 v/v) was used for the generation of
carboxylic acid groups on the surface of carbon nanober.
Carbon nanober (50 mg) were dissolved in 100 mL acidic
solution [H2SO4 : HNO3 (75 : 25)] and sonicated for 4 h in a bath
sonicator (40 kHz). The suspension was then diluted with
distilled water, ltered through a polycarbonate membrane
(0.45 mm) and washed with distilled water for several cycles until
the complete removal of acids. Finally the samples were dried
under vacuum at 50 �C and characterized through FTIR spec-
troscopy (Perkin-Elmer Spectrum GX IR spectrometer) to
conrm surface functionalization.
Activation of functionalized carbon nanober (CNF-COOH)

For effective immobilization, a stable amide bond linkage is
required between the enzyme and support material. EDC (a
carbodiimide coupling agent) and NHS are extensively used for
this purpose as coupling agents. In a typical process of activa-
tion, carboxylic acid group containing CNF (CNF-COOH, 10 mg)
were dissolved in MES buffer (5 mL, pH 5.5) and sonicated with
NHS (30 mg mL�1) for 1 h at 25 �C. It was followed by the
addition of EDC (5 mg mL�1) and incubation for 1 h at 25 �C
(200 rpm). Finally the suspension was washed with distilled
water, ltered through a polycarbonate membrane (0.45 mm)
and vacuum dried at 50 �C.14,70,71
Immobilization of lipase on carbon nanobers for
preparation of the nanobioconjugate

Two separate methods were employed for the immobilization of
lipase on CNF. First, a simple adsorption was done in which
pristine CNF (non-functionalized/non-activated) were dispersed
in MES buffer (pH 5.5, 5 mL) and sonicated (40 kHz) for 1 h at
25 �C. Lipase solution (5 mL) was added aer sonication and the
suspension was incubated under stirring at 25 �C (150 rpm).
Thereaer, the suspension was centrifuged at 10 000 � g for
10 min, supernatant was separated and the nanobioconjugate
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
was washed thrice with the same buffer to remove the loosely
bound or unbound lipase. The nanobioconjugate was stored at
4 �C.

For the second method of covalent immobilization, freshly
prepared activated-functionalized carbon nanobers were
dispersed in MES buffer (pH 5.5, 5 mL). Lipase solution (5 mL)
was added right aer activation and the suspension was incu-
bated under stirring for given period of time at 25 �C (150 rpm).
Thereaer, the suspension was centrifuged at 10 000 � g for
10 min, supernatant was separated and the nanobioconjugate
was washed thrice with the same buffer to remove the loosely
bound or unbound lipase. The nanobioconjugate was stored at
4 �C.14,70,71 Both immobilization methods were carried out at
different time period (1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 12 h, 18 h and 24 h) and
enzyme support ratio (E/S ¼ 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5) to get
optimized condition.

Determination of lipase loading on the nanobioconjugate

The amount of lipase bound on the surface of pristine CNF
(through adsorption) and functionalized CNF (through EDC/
NHS mediated covalent coupling) was determined. In a typical
experiment the immobilized preparations were centrifuged and
the supernatant was separated. Aer three subsequent wash-
ings, the supernatants were subjected to Bradford assay.72 All
the experiments were carried out in triplicate.

Loading ð%Þ ¼ total protein� protein in supernatent

total protein content
� 100

Determination of lipase activity of the nanobioconjugate

The free lipase activity, as well as lipase immobilized on carbon
nanober was evaluated using p-nitrophenyl palmitate (p-NPP)
as a substrate using the standard assay (Winkler Stackmann
method).73 The reaction mixture consisting of 90 mL of p-nitro-
phenyl palmitate (p-NPP) in 810 mL solution B [solution of
0.11% (w/v) gum arabic and 0.4(v/v) triton X-100], 1.5 mL Tris–
HCl buffer (0.05 M, pH 7.0) and 500 mL calcium chloride (75
mM) solution, was incubated at 60 �C for 5 minutes followed by
the addition of 0.1 mL lipase preparation. Reaction was incu-
bated for 10 min at 60 �C and stopped by addition of 0.5 N
Na2CO3 followed by centrifugation at 10 000 � g for 10 min.
Absorbance of the supernatant was measured at 410 nm in
a UV-spectrophotometer (Hitachi U-3010, Japan). Enzyme blank
and substrate blank study was performed along with control to
nullify the effects of other factors. Exact concentration of
enzyme preparation (free/immobilized) was taken for activity
measurement.

Determination of kinetic parameters for free and immobilized
preparation

To determine the kinetic parameters of free lipase, enzymatic
activity was measured for concentrations of p-nitrophenyl
palmitate ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 mM, according to the stan-
dard assay method. Similarly, the kinetic parameters for
immobilized lipase were determined measuring the enzymatic
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774 | 27771
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activity, for the catalysis of p-nitrophenyl palmitate at concen-
trations ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 mM. Lineweaver–Burk plot was
used to determine the kinetic constants, viz. Vmax the
maximum rate of the reaction, and KM, the Michaelis–Menten
constant.74
Characterization of the nanobioconjugate

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were
measured using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum spectrometer in the
range 4000–600 cm�1, in the ATR mode with 10 times accu-
mulation. The UV-CD spectra (190–260 nm) were recorded on
a JASCO J-810 CD instrument (JASCO) with a bandwidth of
0.5 nm and a scan speed of 50 nmmin�1. All CD measurements
were performed at 25 �C. All the spectra were corrected by
subtracting a blank spectrum (without lipase). Each scan was
repeated three times, and the spectra were then averaged out.
Spectra manager soware was used to analyze the protein CD
spectra for determining the secondary structure fractions.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, Tecnai 20, USA) was
used to observe the changes in the surface texture of CNF before
and aer functionalization. For this, CNF samples were
dispersed in demineralized water and a drop was placed on
a copper grid and observed aer drying.
Thermodynamic study for free lipase and the
nanobioconjugate

The thermostability of lipase in free and immobilized form was
investigated by incubating 10 mg of each preparation in Tris
buffer (0.05 M, pH 8) at different temperatures ranging from 40
to 100 �C for 6 h. A sample was taken regularly from each
reaction and aer cooling the enzymatic activity was deter-
mined under standard assay conditions. The inactivation rate
constant (k) was calculated as a function of temperature in the
range 40–100 �C, described as the following equation:

A

A0
¼ e�kt

where, where A/A0 is the residual enzyme activity at time t (min),
and k (min�1) is the inactivation rate constant at a determined
temperature.75

Half-life (t1/2) of inactivation is calculated as:

t1=2 ¼ lnð2Þ
k

The Arrhenius plot was utilized to determine the energetic
barrier (activation energy, Ea) for the thermal enzyme denatur-
ation process using the following equation:

k ¼ k0e
� Ea
RT

where, k0 is the Arrhenius constant, Ea is the activation energy, T
is the temperature (in kelvin) and R is the universal gas constant
(8.314 J mol�1 K�1). The Ea was estimated from the slope of
linear regression analysis of the natural logarithm of rate
constant, k versus the reciprocal of absolute temperature (1/T).66

The rate constant of thermal inactivation, k was also used to
27772 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 27763–27774
determine the free energy of deactivation (DG�) at different
temperatures, using the following equation:

DG� ¼ �RT ln

�
kh

KT

�

where, R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol�1 K�1), T is
the temperature (in kelvin), h is the Planck's constant (6.626176
� 10�34 J s), K is the Boltzmann's constant (1.38064852 � 10�23

J K�1) and k (min�1) the inactivation rate constant of each
temperature.65 The activation enthalpy (DH) at different
temperature was calculated from the activation energy using the
following equation:

DH ¼ Ea � RT

The activation entropy (DS) was calculated from the enthalpy
and standard free energy as:

TDS ¼ (DH � DG)
Determination of reusability of the nanobioconjugate

The reusability of SDS-BCL@CNF was assessed aer the
repeated cycles of typical lipase reaction (1 mg mL�1 lipase SDS-
BCL@CNF in Tris buffer) and 3 mg mL�1 solution of p-nitro-
phenyl palmitate in 2-propanol for 10 min at 60 �C). The
nanobioconjugate was recovered by centrifugation at 12 000� g
for 5 min, and excessive washing with Tris–HCl buffer (0.05 M,
pH 8.0). Aer each cycle, the nanobioconjugate was separated
out from the reaction mixture by centrifugation and rinsed with
Tris–HCl buffer (0.05 M, pH 8.0). For the next cycle the washed
nanobioconjugate was resuspended in fresh buffer and added
to fresh solution of p-nitrophenyl palmitate in 2-propanol.
Relative activity (%) was calculated as the ratio of residual lipase
activity to initial lipase activity.
Storage stability of free lipase and the nanobioconjugate

The storage stability of free lipase (BCL), surfactant treated
lipase (SDS-BCL), BCL@CNF and SDS-BCL@CNF was deter-
mined by incubating 10 mg of each preparation in Tris-buffer
(0.05 M, pH 8.0) and determining the activity for 60 days at
regular time intervals.
Kinetic resolution of racemic atenolol intermediate

The racemic alcohol (20 mM, 1 equivalent) was subjected to
transesterication with vinyl acetate (acyl donor, 100 mL) in
toluene (900 mL) using free lipase (BCL), surfactant treated lipase
(SDS-BCL) and the nanobioconjugate (SDS-BCL@CNF). All the
lipase preparations were individually added; asks were tightly
capped and placed in shaker at 30 �C (200 rpm). Aer 24 h, the
reaction mixture was extracted with toluene, centrifuged at
10 000 � g for 5 min and the supernatant was evaporated under
vacuum. Samples were analysed by HPLC (Shimadzu, Japan),
enantiomeric excess and enantiomeric ratio was determined. The
substrate and product were detected at 254 nm.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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Enantioselectivity, expressed in terms of E value; substrate
enantiomeric excess (ees); rate of conversion (C) were calculated.

(S)-2-(4-(3-chloro-2-hydroxypropoxy)phenyl)acetamide. 1H
NMR (400 MHz; DMSO-d6; Me4Si) d (ppm) 3.27 (s, 2H, –CH2Cl),
3.68 (m, 2H, –COCH2), 3.95 (d, J ¼ 4.7 Hz, 2H, –OCH2), 4.01 (d, J
¼ 5.1 Hz, 1H, –CHOH), 5.6 (d, J ¼ 5.2 Hz, 1H, ¼COH), 6.84 (d, J
¼ 8.5 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.16 (d, J ¼ 8.6 Hz, 2H, ArH), 7.43 (2H, br s,
�NH2). Chiral HPLC analysis: OD-H column (0.46 mm dia.,
250 mm long, 5 mm, Chiralcel), tS ¼ 40.0 min, hexane : 2-
propanol (83 : 17).

(R)-1-(4-(2-amino-2-oxoethyl)phenoxy)-3-chloropropan-2-yl-
acetate. 1H NMR (400 MHz; CDCl3; Me4Si) d (ppm) 2.12 (m, 3H,
�COCH3), 3.50 (s, 2H, –CH2Cl), 3.84 (m, 2H,�COCH2), 4.15 (m,
2H,–OCH2), 5.32 (m, 1H, �CHOAc), 5.56 (s, br, 1H, NH), 6.02 (s,
br, 1H, NH), 6.91 (m, 2H, ArH), 7.22 (m, 2H, ArH). Chiral HPLC
analysis: OD-H column (0.46 mm dia., 250 mm long, 5 mm,
Chiralcel). tR ¼ 16.6 min, hexane : 2-propanol (83 : 17).
Conclusions

Immobilization of surfactant treated Burkholderia cepacia lipase
on carbon nanobers was attempted for the rst time. A
comparative analysis of the results obtained from both the
immobilization studies (adsorption and covalent attachment)
stated the precedence of covalent attachment over adsorption.
The as-prepared nanobioconjugate allowed for both multiple
cycles of operation (>nine cycles) and increased thermal stabi-
lization (80 �C) of lipase preparation. The nanobioconjugate
showed improved kinetic resolution of racemic intermediates of
atenolol with a substantial reusability upto 13 cycles. Carbon
nanobers appear very promising immobilizationmatrix for the
development of series of highly stable and industrially appli-
cable nanobioconjugates using different class of industrially
important enzymes.
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